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Three-dimensional Marangoni–Be ´nard flows in square
and nearly square containers
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Numerical continuation is used to follow branches of steady solutions to the three-dimensional
Marangoni–Be´nard problem in a zero gravity environment. The upper surface of the fluid is heated
by a constant heat flux while the bottom is maintained at a constant temperature. Instability arises
due to temperature-dependent surface tension effects but surface deflection is ignored. Containers
with square and nearly square cross sections and no-slip boundary conditions are analyzed, and the
results interpreted in terms of predictions from equivariant bifurcation theory. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1329905#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term Marangoni–Be´nard convection refers to flow
induced by surface tension gradients created by variation
temperature along the free surface of a fluid placed in a
tical temperature gradient. Such flows have a significant
fluence on many industrial processes such as those invol
solidification from a molten alloy1 and are particularly im-
portant in a zero gravity environment.

We consider a one-component incompressible fluid i
three-dimensional container open at the top, the bottom
which (z50) is maintained at a constant temperatureT0 . A
constant normal heat flux2q.0 is applied~in the down-
ward direction! at the free upper surface located atz5H.
The velocity is taken to vanish along the walls, assum
to be no-slip, and the lateral walls, located atx56Lx/2,
y56Ly/2, are considered to be adiabatic. The surface
sion at the free upper surface is assumed to vary linearly w
the surface temperature:s(T)5s0„11gT(T2T0)…, where
s0 is a constant. The surface itself is assumed to rem
undeformed by the flow~s is large!, and the gas in contac
with it to have no influence. The conditions for stress eq
librium along the free surface then are

rn
]u

]z
5s0gT

]T

]x
, rn

]v
]z

5s0gT

]T

]y
, ~1!

whereu[(u,v,w) is the velocity in the (x,y,z) coordinates,
r is the density of the fluid, andn is its kinematic viscosity.
This condition is responsible for the onset of convection. T
conduction stateu50, T5Tc(z) is destabilized by tempera
ture fluctuations along the upper surface when the impo
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heat flux2q exceeds a critical value as measured by the fl
Marangoni number Ma[2qH2s0gT /lrnk, cf. Ref. 2.
Herek is the thermal diffusivity andl[CVrk is the thermal
conductivity. For fluids withgT,0 the above formulation
remains valid provided the sign ofq is reversed, i.e., pro-
vided the surface is cooled instead of being heated.

In the following, distance, time, temperature, and velo
ity are nondimensionalized usingH, H2/n, DT[2qH/l,
and Man/H, respectively. ThusAx[Lx /H, Ay[Ly /H are
the horizontal aspect ratios of the container. In zero grav
the dimensionless equations foru, p, andT are

] tu52Ma~u"“ !u2“p1“

2u, “•u50, ~2!

] tT52Ma~u"“ !T1Pr21
“

2T, ~3!

whereu, p, T, x, y, z, andt now refer to dimensionless vari
ables, and Pr5n/k is the Prandtl number. The boundary co
ditions along the free surface (z51) are

]zu2]xT5]zv2]yT5w5]zT2150, ~4!

while those along the bottom (z50) areu5T50. Along the
lateral walls ~x57Ax/2 or y57Ay/2! we have u5]nT
50, wheren is the coordinate normal to the wall. Cons
quently, the pure conduction state@u50, T(z)5z# is a solu-
tion of the problem for any Marangoni number Ma. In th
article we focus on containers with a square or almost squ
horizontal cross-section (Ax'Ay) and relatively small aspec
ratio (Ax'1.5). In this regime Rosenblatet al.2 predict, for
Neumann sidewall boundary conditions, that convection w
take the form of a single roll state, oriented parallel to t
short side.

More recent work on the problem has employed t
more realistic boundary conditions specified earlier, and
vestigated not only the onset of the instability but also
structure of the resulting nonlinear flow, both in two an
three dimensions.3–8 The primary purpose of the present a

il:
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ticle is to apply numerical branch following algorithms to th
three-dimensional problem, and to elucidate the complete
furcation structure of the problem for aspect ratios for wh
the solution multiplicity is still relatively small. We show
that, in these relatively simple cases, the qualitative featu
of the computed bifurcation diagrams for a square and ne
square container can be understood in all respects u
simple ideas from group theory. The results indicate grap
cally the sensitivity of the bifurcation diagrams to sm
changes in the symmetry of the container, contrary to
basic premise of Ref. 5.

Symmetries enter into problems of this type from t
invariance properties of the governing equations and
shape of the container. In two dimensions the relevant s
metry is the groupZ2 , generated by the reflectionSx in the
vertical planex50. For three-dimensional containers wi
AxÞAy the symmetry group is generated by two such refl
tions, Sx andSy , and is thereforeZ23Z2[D2 . In the par-
ticular caseAx5Ay there are additional reflection symm
tries,Pxy andPyx , with respect to the vertical planes alon
the two diagonals. In this case the symmetry group is
dihedral groupD4 generated bySx and Pxy . This is the
symmetry group of a square. Note that while the two gene
tors are both reflections they do not commute with ea
other. Consequently the groupD4 contains eight elements. I
contrast, when the relevant reflections do commute the
sulting group isD2 and contains only four elements. Th
structure of the group has important consequences even
the linear stability problem of the conduction state, at le
when the unstable mode breaks the symmetry of this s
Likewise, symmetries restrict the possible secondary bifur
tions from nontrivial~i.e., convecting! states whenever thes
are themselves symmetric. In each case the role playe
the symmetry group depends on its action on the marg
eigenfunction. Consequently, the same symmetry group
have different consequences for different bifurcations.

In the following we compute numerically the bifurcatio
diagrams for both theD4 ~square base! andD2 ~rectangular
base! cases, using a spectral method for the spatial disc
zation of the conservation laws.9 A first-order time-stepping
code10 is adapted for finding steady states as described
Tuckerman,11 Mamun and Tuckerman,12 and Bergeonet al.8

The solver is incorporated into a standard continuat
method by which branches of steady states are followed
function of the Marangoni number. During the continuati
procedure, we occasionally compute some of the leading
genvalues and their eigenvectors using an adaptation of
noldi’s method described in Ref. 12. As a result we loc
the interval in the Marangoni number in which a steady o
Hopf bifurcation is present but not the bifurcation point
self. In fact in the present problem no Hopf bifurcations we
detected. On the other hand, once a steady bifurcatio
located, the corresponding unstable eigenvector and the
sociated steady state are used to build a predictor for a s
tion along the emerging branch; the code then uses con
ation to follow the new branch. Since the exact computat
of secondary bifurcation points is not performed, the criti
parameter values are obtained from the intersection of
two branches involved. This continuation procedure w
Downloaded 09 Jan 2008 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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used to obtain Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7; in contrast, the prim
bifurcations and the corresponding eigenvectors shown
Figs. 2 and 6 were obtained by solving directly the nonline
system for the bifurcation point. Details and validations
the method are given in Refs. 8 and 13.

To check the accuracy of the code, we computed part
the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 1 (Ax5Ay51.5), increasing
the resolution until no significant difference was detected.
an additional check, the values obtained for the primary
furcation points from the intersections of the nontrivial so
tion branches with the trivial branch~Figs. 1, 4, 5, and 7!
were compared with the results of the direct computation
the primary bifurcation points used for Figs. 2 and 6. Ve
good agreement was found in all instances. All the calcu
tions in this article use Pr50.6.

II. SQUARE CONTAINER

Figure 1 shows the bifurcation diagram for theD4 case
with Ax5Ay51.5, hereafterA51.5. The figure displays the
evolution with the Marangoni number of the maximumVM

of the y velocity componentv measured at the Gauss
Lobatto–Legendre nodes.14 Consequently, large values o
VM indicate x-rolls ~i.e., rolls with axes parallel to thex
direction,15 shown as horizontal in the insets! while small
values ofVM indicatey-rolls ~rolls with axes parallel to they
direction, shown as vertical in the insets!; the valueVM50
corresponds to the conduction state. The flows correspon
to different locations on each branch are depicted thro
isovalues of the vertical velocityw in the horizontal mid-
planez5 1

2; these indicate the symmetry of the branch. Sin
the symmetry cannot change along solution branches ex
at bifurcation points we refer to each branch by the symm
try of the solutions on that branch. Continuous lines den
linearly stable steady solutions while dashed lines den
steady solutions that are at least once linearly unstable.
conduction stateVM50 is stable up to MaP1

5127.86 corre-

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram forAx5Ay51.5 and Pr50.6 ~see text for ex-
planation!. The resolution is 13313311.
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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94 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 1, January 2001 Bergeon, Henry, and Knobloch
sponding to the pointP1 in Fig. 1. At this pointtwo eigen-
values pass through zero. Additional~simple! eigenvalues
cross zero at MaP2

5204.3, MaT1
5224.1, and MaP3

5248.6. The corresponding eigenfunctions are shown in
2; these help us understand16–18various aspects of the bifur
cation diagram in Fig. 1, and indicate that four of the five19

irreducible representations of the groupD4 appear in this
problem in successive bifurcations. As such the present p
lem provides an excellent illustration of the type of symm
try argument that sheds much light on the observed tra
tions.

Figure 1 reveals that atP1 three solution branches bifur
cate simultaneously from the conduction state. Of these,
~corresponding tox-rolls and y-rolls! are initially stable,
while the third, corresponding to an equal amplitude sup
position ofx- andy-rolls, is unstable. Note that the quanti
VM distinguishes betweenx-rolls and y-rolls even though
these are related by a reflection in the diagonal, but tha
does not distinguish between solutions withPxy and Pyx

symmetries. The multiplicity of branches emerging fromP1

is a consequence of the symmetry of the eigenfunction~a! of
Fig. 2. This eigenfunction, corresponding to anx-roll and
denoted hereafterf P1

(x,y,z), is symmetric underSx but
breaks all the other symmetries inD4 . Thus the genera
solution of the linear stability problem atP1 takes the
form w(x,y,z,t)5a1(t) f P1

(x,y,z)1a2(t) f P1
(y,x,z), where

a1(t) and a2(t) are the ~real! amplitudes ofx-rolls and
y-rolls, respectively~cf. Ref. 15!. NearP1 the nonlinear so-
lution will resemble the linear solution, provided this sol
tion respects the symmetries of the system, i.e., provided
application of the symmetry operations inD4 generates othe
solutions of the equations. This requires that the equat

FIG. 2. Critical vertical velocity eigenfunctions at the primary bifurcati
points P1 , P2 , T1 , and P3 for Ax5Ay51.5 with ~a! MaP1

5127.86
(Z2-symmetric, fixed bySx!, ~b! MaP2

5204.3~D2-symmetric, fixed byPxy

and Pyx!, ~c! MaT1
5224.1 ~D4-symmetric, fixed bySx and Pxy and their

products!, and ~d! MaP3
5248.6 ~D2-symmetric, fixed bySx and Sy!. The

symmetry of the eigenfunction~a! indicates thatP1 corresponds to a double
zero eigenvalue:p/2 rotation of~a! aboutx5y50 generates an independe
eigenfunction. The resolution isNx3Ny3Nz515315313.
Downloaded 09 Jan 2008 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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for the amplitudes commute with the two operations th
generateD4 :

Sx•~a1 ,a2!5~a1 ,2a2!, Pxy•~a1 ,a2!5~a2 ,a1!. ~5!

Thus, cf. Ref. 16,

ȧ15g~l,a1
2,a2

2!a1 , ȧ25g~l,a2
2,a1

2!a2 , ~6!

whereg is a C` real-valued function andl is the threshold
distance (Ma2MaP1

)/MaP1
. These equations are the norm

form for the steady-state bifurcation withD4 symmetry ana-
lyzed in Refs. 16–18. In the generic case these equat
have only two types~modulo symmetry-related states! of
nontrivial solutions near the origin,Sx-symmetric states
(a1 ,a2)5(a,0) andPxy-symmetric states (a1 ,a2)5(a,a),
both of which bifurcate simultaneously from~0,0! at l50, in
agreement with Fig. 1. Moreover, the cubic truncation

ȧ15„l1aa2
21b~a1

21a2
2!…a1 ,

~7!
ȧ25„l1aa1

21b~a1
21a2

2!…a2 ,

shows that the former are stable whena,0, b,0 while the
latter are stable whena.0, a12b,0. Whena50 these so-
lutions are degenerate in the sense that one of their eigen
ues~the one that describes their stability with respect to p
turbations in the form of the other! vanishes. The unfolding
of this degeneracy contains a secondary branch ofnonsym-
metric solutions. Knobloch20 points out that in order to de
termine correctly the stability properties of this branch t
function g must be expanded tosixth order in the
amplitudes.21 We have not computed the necessary coe
cients, but note that there are just two possibilities, either
secondary branchS2S1S28 is supercritical and stable as in Fig
1 or it bifurcates subcritically and is unstable. In the form
case the transfer of stability from theS-symmetric states
~i.e., states invariant under eitherSx or Sy! to the
P-symmetric states~i.e., states invariant under eitherPxy or
Pyx! occurs without hysteresis, while in the latter case it
hysteretic. The latter possibility is found nearS4 , as indi-
cated by the dashed curveS6S7S68 in Fig. 3. At this point a
D4-symmetric solution undergoes a symmetry-breaking
furcation that producesS-symmetric states. Consequentl
the above theory applies, and shows that two distinct so
tion types must emerge fromS4 , solutions withS symmetry
and solutions withP symmetry. The former are again stab

FIG. 3. Enlargement of the region in Fig. 1 nearS4 .
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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95Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 1, January 2001 3D Marangoni–Bénard flows in square containers
and the latter unstable. However, this time the nonsymme
branchS6S7S68 is unstable and the transfer of stability b
tween theS- andP-symmetric branches is therefore hyste
etic. Note that despite appearances neitherS2S1S28 nor
S6S7S68 is actually vertical.

Additional primary bifurcations occur at larger Ma
rangoni numbers. AtP2 the conduction state loses stabili
to a D2-symmetric state, invariant under bothPxy andPyx .
Since neither generator ofD4 produces an independen
eigenfunction from f P2

(x,y,z) the associated zero eigen
value is simple. Moreover, sinceSx changes the sign o
f P2

(x,y,z) the resulting bifurcation is a pitchfork. In contra
the bifurcation atT1 preserves theD4 symmetry and is there
fore a generic steady state bifurcation. Since the conduc
state is a solution for all Ma this bifurcation is transcritic
and the emerging solutionsD4-symmetric. Figure 1 shows
that the supercritical part of this branch corresponds to flo
in which the fluid rises towards the free surface along
lateral sides of the container, while the subcritical part c
responds to flows in which the fluid rises towards the f
surface in the center. Finally, the bifurcation atP3 also
breaks theD4 symmetry but in this case the correspondi
eigenfunctionf P3

(x,y,z) is invariant under bothSx and Sy

while Pxy andPyx act by21. The corresponding eigenvalu
is therefore simple and the bifurcation is again a pitchfor

We next turn to the secondary bifurcations. Of these
bifurcations atS1 andS7 are pitchforks because the solutio
areP-symmetric and this symmetry is in both cases brok
at the bifurcation. The branches emerging fromP1 , P2 , and
P3 all terminate at secondary bifurcation points on t
branches ofD4-symmetric solutions, withS3 andS4 on the
subcritical part andS5 on the supercritical part. ThusS3 , S4 ,
andS5 are also steady-state bifurcations withD4 symmetry.
Of these, the bifurcation atS4 has already been discusse
Examination of Fig. 1 indicates that the remaining bifurc
tions breakD4 down toD2 and hence correspond to simp
eigenvalues, withS3 like P2 andS5 like P3 . Both are pitch-
forks. As a result of these connections, the subcriti
D4-symmetric branch~which is four times unstable close t
T1 and three times unstable after a saddle-node bifurca
below S3! acquires stability beyondS4 . We note that the
branches created atP1 and P2 form closed curves, a phe
nomenon also observed in two-dimensional containers.3,8

III. SLIGHTLY RECTANGULAR CONTAINERS

We next describe what happens when the containe
slightly rectangular, i.e., how Fig. 1 unfolds when the sy
metry of the problem changes fromD4 to D2 . We expect that
such a change in symmetry will have different effects
different parts of the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 1, depen
ing on the symmetry involved in the various primary a
secondary bifurcations. In particular we expect all dou
multiplicity zero eigenvalues to split. Figures 4 and 5 sh
what happens whenAx51.501 andAy51.5. Figure 4 shows
that the bifurcation atP1 is indeed split into two successiv
pitchfork bifurcations, now calledP18 and P1 , the first of
which produces a branch of stabley-rolls and the second a
branch of unstablex-rolls. This splitting occurs because th
Downloaded 09 Jan 2008 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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two eigenfunctions~a,b! of Fig. 6 are no longer related b
the symmetryPyx ; the preference fory-rolls is reminiscent
of the corresponding results for Rayleigh–Be´nard
convection.15 However, in the present problem the situatio
is more complex. This is because two competing factors
important. WhenAx increases for fixedAy the threshold Ma-
rangoni number for the onset ofx-rolls drops monotonically
because the confining effect of the transverse walls gradu
decreases. At the same time the choice ofAy imposes a
wavelength on thex-rolls, and this results in a neutral curv
that falls off with Ay in an oscillatory fashion with minima
near values ofAy favoring the natural wavelength of th
rolls. As a result there are parameters for which the fi
instability is in fact to rolls parallel to the long side of th
container.5 This is the case, for example, whenA51.6.

FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagram forAx51.501 andAy51.5. The resolution is
13313311.

FIG. 5. Bifurcation diagram forAx51.501 andAy51.5: enlargement of the
region in Fig. 4 nearT2 . The resolution is 13313311.
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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In the nonlinear regime both roll branches under
stability-changing secondary bifurcations with increas
Ma. At S28 the y-rolls lose stability to perturbations in th
form of x-rolls, producing a secondary branch of solutio
that resembley-rolls nearS28 and gradually change into a
almostP-symmetric state~see inset! before becomingx-rolls
at SP1

. At SP1
the branch ofx-rolls acquires stability. It loses

it again atS2 where another secondary branch of nonsy
metric states appears. These resemblex-rolls nearS2 , and
evolve towardsP-symmetric states before becomingx-rolls
again atS6 . Thus in the rectangular container the bran
corresponding to theP-symmetric states is no longer a pr
mary branch and, moreover, breaks up into disconne
pieces. This behavior is easy to understand using
unfolding22 of Eqs.~7!,

ȧ15„l2e1aa2
21b~a1

21a2
2!…a1 ,

~8!
ȧ25„l1aa1

21b~a1
21a2

2!…a2 .

Here 0,e!1 measures the departure from square cross
tion, i.e., e}(Ax2Ay)/Ax . Equations~8! can be used to
show that the only primary bifurcations are toy-rolls ~at
l50! or to x-rolls ~at l5e!, as in Fig. 4. Moreover, in the
case in which rolls are stable and theP states unstable a
e50, there is necessarily a secondary bifurcation to an
stableP-like state on one of the roll branches close to t
primary bifurcation. In fact, a detailed analysis23 of the ef-
fects of breaking theD4 symmetry down toD2 on the degen-

FIG. 6. Critical eigenfunctions at the primary bifurcation pointsP18 , P1 ,
P2 , T1 andP35T2 for Ax51.501 andAy51.5 with ~a! MaP18

5127.82,~b!

MaP1
5127.83, ~c! MaP2

5204.2, ~d! MaT1
5224.0, and~e! MaT2

5248.5.
The resolution isNx3Ny3Nz515315313.
Downloaded 09 Jan 2008 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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eracy a50 shows that the pitchfork atS1 in Fig. 1 must
unfold according to the universal unfolding of the pitchfo
bifurcation.24 The disconnected branches found in Fig. 4 a
one of the possibilities identified in such an unfolding.

Equations~8! can also be used to describe the unfoldi
of the bifurcation atS4 in Fig. 1. As before, this bifurcation
splits into two successive bifurcations, labeledS4 and S48 ,
that are too close to resolve in Fig. 4. Our calculations in
cate that stablex-rolls bifurcate first, atS4 , as Ma decreases
followed by a branch of unstabley-rolls at S48 . The former
lose stability to a branch of stable asymmetric states atS6 , a
result that is consistent with theory.23 The theory also pre-
dicts that in this case there should be a small interval
stability on the latter branch due to a bifurcation to a bran
of unstable asymmetric states that rejoins the branch alm
immediately. We have been unable to locate this branch
the numerical calculations either because it is very short
because it has already disappeared by the timeAx reaches
Ax51.501.

It remains to consider the other primary and second
bifurcations present in Fig. 1. Except for their location, no
of the remaining primary bifurcations is greatly affected
the changed symmetry since all are simple bifurcations:
bifurcation atP2 remains a pitchfork because the associa
eigenfunction~c! of Fig. 6 changes sign under bothSx and
Sy , the two generators of the symmetry group of a rectan
The bifurcation atS3 remains a pitchfork for identical rea
sons. Moreover, the bifurcation atT1 respects theD2 sym-
metry of the container and hence remains transcritical.
contrast, the bifurcation atP3 in Fig. 1 becomes the tran
scritical bifurcationT2 in Figs. 4 and 5. This is because th
associated eigenfunction~e! of Fig. 6 is invariant under both
Sx andSy , i.e., it is unchanged under both generators of
symmetryD2 of the container. In a case like this, the sym
metryD2 has no effect on the bifurcation and the bifurcati
must therefore be generic, subject only to the requirem
that the conduction solution is still a solution. Of course ie
is small enough the degree of transcriticality will be slig
and hence barely visible. Finally, because of the trivial act
of D2 on the solutions born atT2 we also expect that the
pitchfork bifurcation atS5 should become an imperfect b
furcation, as observed in Figs. 4 and 5.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL
COMPARISONS

In this article we have described the various patte
expected of three-dimensional Marangoni convection in
small aspect ratio square container with realistic bound
conditions in a gravity-free environment. We have describ
how the D4 symmetry of the container affects the vario
primary and secondary bifurcations that take place as
Marangoni number Ma increases, and explained how th
are in turn affected by breaking the symmetry fromD4 to
D2 , i.e., making the container slightly rectangular. We a
ticipate that these considerations will be of great assista
in understanding other three-dimensional problems w
square and nearly square symmetry, including, for exam
Rayleigh–Be´nard convection or the results of Dauby an
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Lebon for the Marangoni–Be´nard problem~e.g., Fig. 8 of
Ref. 5!. In the present case these considerations allow u
relate the structure of the bifurcation diagrams for more g
eral rectangles such as that shown in Fig. 7 forAx51.6 and
Ay51.5 to that obtained for the square container. This
achieved by relating both to the intermediate bifurcation d
gram shown in Fig. 4. This bifurcation diagram summariz
the properties of anearly squarecontainer. We have de
scribed general principles that allow us to deduce the qu
tative features of this diagram from that for the perfec
square container shown in Fig. 1. The resulting Fig. 4 m
now be checked for consistency with the results summar
in Fig. 7. In this way it is possible to understand, for e
ample, why the supercritical branch created atT1 reconnects
to the trivial state at another transcritical bifurcation at
larger value of Ma, a behavior seen in the two-dimensio
case as well.8 We can also understand the origin of the u
stable branchSP1

2S28 of near-diagonal states as a vestige
the unstable portion of the branch ofP-symmetric states
present in the square container~Fig. 1!. Note that forAx

51.6 the stable portion of this branch, represented byS2

2S6 in Fig. 4, has already disappeared.
We now summarize the predicted sequence of sta

steady solutions which might be observable in an experim
with a slightly rectangular containerAx'Ay51.5. For the
perfect square case,A51.5 ~Fig. 1!, several different flows
can be observed: one-cell flows corresponding tox-rolls or
y-rolls ~S-symmetric states!, diagonal rolls along either diag
onal ~P-symmetric states!, as well as nonsymmetric rolls in
termediate in form between these two. In addition multic
lular flows in the form of a square pattern with upflow in th
center~D4-symmetric state! can be stable. All these differen
patterns are observable in appropriate ranges of Ma:x-rolls
and y-rolls in the same range, either close to the thresh
~from P1 to S2! or from S6 to S4 , diagonal rolls in a large
intermediate range~from S1 to S7 , a range almost equal t
S2–S6!, nonsymmetric rolls in a very narrow range~from S2

to S1!, and finally the square patterns with upflow in th

FIG. 7. Bifurcation diagram forAx51.6 andAy51.5. The resolution is
13313311.
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center beyond the pointS4 ~Ma'246.3!, the termination
point of both thex- and y-roll branches. However, in the
parameter range explored neither of the two poss
D2-symmetric states was found to be stable.

When Ax is slightly increased~Ax51.501, Fig. 4!, the
~now almost! square patterns with upflow in the center r
main the only stable solutions beyondS4 . This point is now
the termination point of the branch ofx-rolls only. However,
for the remaining flows even this small change in shape
a dramatic effect. This is because the primary bifurcat
from the conduction state, atP18 , is now toy-rolls. However,
the y-rolls are only stable in a small range of Ma close
threshold,P18 to S28 , a range that decreases asAx increases.
In contrast thex-rolls are observable only after a seconda
bifurcation pointSP1

close toP1 , but there is a substantia

region of bistability between these two states. The t
ranges of stability of thex-rolls, SP1

to S2 and S6 to S4 ,

broaden with increasingAx and merge forAx,1.6 ~see Fig.
7!. Thus even though they are not the first state to set in, w
increasingAx the x-rolls become the prevalent one-cell pa
tern. For slightly rectangular containers~Ax51.501, Fig. 4!
stable, almost diagonal flows can still be observed on a r
tively large interval in Ma~almost fromS2 to S6 in Fig. 4!,
but this interval disappears rapidly asAx increases, and for
Ax51.6 it is absent entirely~see Fig. 7!. Thus, for containers
with (Ax2Ay)/Ax'6% the most easily observable flows a
the x-rolls and an almost square pattern with upflow in t
center, while for (Ax2Ay)/Ax'0.06%, several other one
cell patterns are readily observable as well. These results
at variance with the basic premise of Ref. 5 that contain
with (Ax2Ay)/Ax'1% behave like square containers.

It is of interest to compare our results with experimen
results on Be´nard–Marangoni convection in squa
containers.25,26Although in these experiments the heat fluxq
is not constant and buoyancy forcing~as measured by a finite
Rayleigh number! is present, our calculations are broad
consistent with the observations. For nominally square c
tainers withA51.82, Koschmieder and Prahl25 find a square
pattern when Ma5380 and Ra5228, where Ra is the Ray
leigh number. This observation may be compared with
prediction that square patterns should be observed for
.246.3 whenA51.5 and Ra50. For larger values ofA,
Koschmieder and Prahl find more complicated albeit regu
patterns. For example, whenA55.68, Ma554, and Ra533,
they find aD2-symmetric two cell state in which the fluid
descends along the periphery of the container as wel
along one diagonal. A solution of this type has the sa
symmetry as the solutions along the branch that bifurcate
P2 for our parameter values, although our is unstable. Li
wise, the three-cell state observed whenA56.18, Ma580,
and Ra542 has the symmetryP and, as a result, may b
identified with the branchS1–S7 in Fig. 1. Indeed, it is not
hard to believe that, as the aspect ratio increases, the c
puted solution could develop into the one observed. Thus
symmetry of the observed patterns is consistent with tha
some of the computed patterns. Moreover, the presenc
bistability in Fig. 1 is consistent with the observation
stable two-cell and three-cell states atA54.98. More de-
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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tailed comparisons of the type attempted in Ref. 5 mu
however, await larger aspect ratio calculations.

In contrast, the experiments reported in Ref. 26 are
A54.46 and reveal a primary bifurcation to a stea
D4-symmetric state, followed by a secondary bifurcation t
steadyP-symmetric state. From a symmetry point of vie
the former bifurcation is the same asT1 in Fig. 1 while the
latter corresponds to the pointS3 . The theory described her
indicates that the former bifurcation should be transcritica~a
fact not mentioned in Ref. 26!, with the latter a pitchfork.
This bifurcation will remain a pitchfork in a rectangular co
tainer. These facts are unrelated to the ‘‘hidden’’ symmetr
invoked by the authors of Ref. 26, which would, in any ca
be broken by the no-slip lateral boundaries.
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